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51.2 fundamental concepts

basic quantities

• length. meter [m]

• time. second [s]

• mass. gram [g]

• force. newton [N]

61.2 fundamental concepts

idealizations
particle. a particle has a finite mass but a size that can be
neglected. for example, the size of the earth is insignificant
compare to the size of the orbit; therefore the earth can be
modeled as a particle when studying planet motion.

rigid body. a rigid body is a combination of a large number of
particles with all particles remaining at a fixed distance from
one another.

concentrated force. a concentrated force
is a representation of loading as a single
point force. this is justified if the load is
applied to an area which is small com-
pared to the overall size of the body.

71.2 fundamental concepts

newton‘s three laws of motion

• first law
    equilibrium
    if  !F = 0   then   v = const.

FAB

FBA

• second law
    accelerated motion
    F = m · a

• third law
    actio = reactio
    FAB = - FBA

8

FPS system
m = W / g
m … mass (derived quantity)
W … weight (basic quantity)
g  … acceleration due to gravity
g = 32.2 ft/s2

1.2 fundamental concepts

weight
SI system
W = m · g
W … weight (derived quantity)
m … mass (basic quantity)
g  … acceleration due to gravity
g = 9.81 m/s2



91.3 units of measurement

systems of units

SI system
basic units • meters [m]

• seconds [s]
• kilogram [kg]

derived unit • Newton [N = kg · m /s2]

FPS system
basic units • feet [ft]

• seconds [s]
• pounds [lb]

derived unit • slug [slug = lb · s2/ft]

10what can happen if you teach statics…

Subject: Possible expert testimony
Date: March 28, 2011 2:35:53 PM PDT
To: Ellen Kuhl <ekuhl@stanford.edu>
Hello Dr. Kuhl, I am a public defender in San Francisco, and am looking
for a biophysicistable to testify as an expert witness.     I am hoping you
might be able to help me.
Quick version:  A drunken man attacked my client with a cane.  My client
jabbed him once in the face with the tip of his skateboard.  This fractured
the left maxillary bone.  The man fell backwards, hit the back of his head
on the pavement, suffered a brain hemmorhage, and died several days
later. I am interested in determining how much force was contained
in the blow with the skateboard.  I am working on getting copies of the
CT scans of the face. You would have those to work with, along with
photographs of the lacerations on the inside and outside of the lip, and
you could of course inspect the skateboard. Please let me know if this is
within your expertise and if you are interested.

subject: possible expert testimony

112. force vectors

• to show how to add forces
and resolve forces into com-
ponents using the parallelo-
gram law
• to express force and posi-
tion in Cartesian vector form
and explain how to determine
the vector’s magnitude and
direction
• to introduce the dot product
in order to determine the
angle between two vectors or
the projection of one vector
onto another

today‘s objectives

122.2 vector operations

vector addition and subtraction
vector addition   R = A + B = B + A

vector subtraction   R = A - B = -B + A



132.3 vector addition and forces

I. find the resultant force

FR = F1 + F2

parallelogram vs triangle

142.3 vector addition and forces

II. find  the components of a force

parallelogram vs triangle

FR = Fu + Fv

152.3 vector addition and forces

Ia. find the resultant of several forces

FR = F1 + F2 + F3

double parallelogram

162.4 addition of forces (2d)

force addition in cartesian coordinates
• we can easily add and subtract
forces using a Cartesian coordinate
system

• we can determine the magnitude
of a force using the Pythagoras

• we can determine the direction of
      a force using trigonometry

FRx = !Fx
FRy = !Fy

FRx
FRy

FR =

FR = " [ FRx
2 + FRy

2 ]

!  = tan-1[ FRy / FRx
 ]

Fx = |F| cos !
Fy = |F| sin !

Fx
Fy

F  =



172.4 addition of forces (2d)

example 2.5
• determine F1x and F1y

• determine F2x and F2y

• determine FRx and FRy

182.4 addition of forces (2d)

example 2.5
• determine F1x and F1y

F1x = - 200 ! sin  30o N =  -100N
F1y = +200 ! cos 30o N = +173N

• determine F2x and F2y

F2x = - 260 !12/13 N = +240N
F2y = +260 ! 5/13 N = - 100N

• determine FRx and FRy

FRx = - 100N +240N = +140N
FRy = +173N -100N = - 100N

FR = " [ 1402 +732]N = 157.9N

192.4 addition of forces (2d)

problem 2.35
the contact point between the
femur and tibia bones of the
leg is at A. if a vertical force
of 175 lb is applied at this
point, determine the compo-
nents along the x and y axes.
note that the y component
represents the normal force
on the load bearing region of
the bones. both the x and y
components of this force
cause synovial fluid to be
squeezed out of the bearing
space.

202.4 addition of forces (2d)

problem 2.35

 Fx

 Fy

 F

the contact point between the
femur and tibia bones of the
leg is at A. if a vertical force
of 175 lb is applied at this
point, determine the compo-
nents along the x and y axes.

Fx = 175 !   5/13 lb =   67.3 lb
Fy = 175 ! 12/13 lb = 161.5 lb



21why this is important…

bone density changes with force

class project me337 
mechanics of growth
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2525

critical muscle forces during serve

why this is important…
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bone density changes with force

2626why this is important…

bone density changes with force
interarm asymmetry in high performance tennis players

2727why this is important…

bmd left 1.107g/mm bmd right 1.369g/mm

bone density changes with force

2828why this is important…

most critical: maximum external shoulder rotation

bone density changes with force

F1

F2 F3

F4
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pitcher’s arm. a physical-condi-
tioning program for pitchers is
geared to striking a balance
between muscle strength and
endurance, tendon and ligament
strength and flexibility, and
optimal cartilage and bone
density. bone growth occurs in
response to physical forces. the
bones in the throwing arm of a
baseball pitcher are denser and
thicker than those of the other
arm.

29why this is important…

bone density changes with force

3030why this is important…

bone density changes with force

maximal external shoulder
   rotation can stimulate

twisted bone growth




